PANKEY SCHOLAR PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Purpose:
To further facilitate the application and refinement of the principles and practices of the Pankey Philosophy for the benefit of the patients we serve.

Benefits:
Ever-improving patient care through:

- Continued mentored growth by selected faculty
- Acknowledge dental professionals who are dedicated to this purpose
- Structured on-going confirmation of individual achievement
- Providing an objective means of self-assessment of personal and professional growth
- Objectively evaluating the effectiveness of the Essentials

Prerequisites:

- Submission of 1 documented case to be reviewed by your mentor prior to enrollment into the scholar process, does not have to be the same case as for scholar presentation
  - Pre-op: 4 pictures
  - Examples of your preparation and provisional restoration: 2 pictures
  - Finished case: 4 pictures
- Be a licensed dentist in good standing
- Completion of E1-4
- Completion of Aesthetics

Curriculum:
Two 2 day courses (Parts A & B), nine months apart, limited to no more than 4 participants, with the same participants committing to attend Parts A & B together, and the possibility of additional sessions when required

Pankey Scholar Program—Part A
1. Discuss your personal journey as defined by the Pankey Philosophy Cross—30 minutes
   Select one of Dr. Pankey’s crosses and utilize 2 of your own stories (no more than 12 slides)
2. Each participant presents 2 completed cases that represent your everyday practice. These cases should incorporate the principles and practices that you have learned at the Pankey Institute and how you have applied your knowledge—45 minutes each case
   - Anterior Restorative Case: Includes correction of anterior guidance
   - Posterior Restorative Case: Includes correction of occlusal plane
   - Documentation: (see addendum Part A)
     - Complete evaluation of patient
     - Diagnosis and Treatment Plan
     - Medical/Dental History
     - Radiographs
     - Diagnostic mounted casts
     - Trial Equilibration
     - Diagnostic work-up
     - Articulated casts of provisional
     - Articulated casts of completed case
     - Fee estimating worksheets
     - Photography (see addendum Part B)
     - Copy of lab prescription

Note: At least one of these cases must have been treated utilizing splint therapy as part of the treatment sequence
3. Applied Philosophy Workshop
   - Be prepared to discuss the patient relationship in terms of behavioral and financial considerations
   - Discuss team involvement
   - Validate your treatment with two to three peer-reviewed articles

4. Discussion of professional leadership/community service (Quid-Pro-Quo)

5. Demonstrate optimal oral health of your mouth - 15 minutes
   - Mounted models
   - Complete radiographic series
   - Charting of hard and soft tissue
   - Clinical slides (See addendum Part B)

6. Be prepared to discuss the financial health of your practice and how you manage your practice based on these numbers - 30 minutes

**PANKEY SCHOLAR PROGRAM-PART B**
- Interdisciplinary Case - refer to documentation requirements that apply to Part A
- Discuss in detail your relationships with your specialists and technicians
- Evaluate a review of your post treatment conference

**Prerequisites:**
- Completion of PSP-Part A
- Visitation of assigned classmate’s office
- Recommend visit to one of your previous Essential VF office
- Written vision and mission statement

**Curriculum:**
1. Present completed Interdisciplinary case - 30 minutes
   - Perio/Pros (fixed or removable), Ortho/Restorative or Implant
   - Full discussion of treatment option
   - Discussion of behavioral, managerial, and financial considerations
   - Photography - see addendum part B

2. Documentation of a case demonstrating your esthetic concepts (must show occlusion) - 20 minutes
   - Pre-op, post-op, post-op portrait - 3 pictures
   - Evidence of anterior guidance markings (intra-oral) - 2 pictures
   - Option of: composite, ceramic veneer or full coverage case - 2 pictures of finished case

3. Present your video recording of an actual post-treatment consultation
4. Discuss visitation of one of your classmate’s office: share at least three things that you would incorporate into your practice
5. Discuss team development strategies

**Program Tuition: $4700.00**